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INTRODUCTION
 Due to the “securitization” and “militarization” of cyber security, a process that arguably began in
the 2000s with states increasing their information warfare capabilities for strategic advantage, cyber
security remains predominantly framed in terms of national security (Deibert, 2013). This has led to
increasing calls and proposals for approaches to cyber security more focused on civil society and
human rights, as well as research demonstrating how certain cyber security strategies and practices
have led to less security, not more.
 This has included calls, especially since the Snowden revelations, for more research on the
implications of state surveillance—both mass and targeted forms—on people and cyber security
more generally, as there is good reason to believe state surveillance practices ultimately weaken
cyber security, while also harming the rights and interests of citizens. Despite these calls, cyber
security literature remains narrow, dominated technological or policy focused analysis (Eriksson and
Giacomello, 2014). Significant gaps persists, including research on the impact of surveillance.
 This paper (in completed form) aims to address this gap in the literature, with a case study that
explores recent research on the impact of surveillance and considers these insights and their
implications for cyber security. Overall, present empirical studies suggest state surveillance, rather
than guaranteeing cyber security, helps undermine it, both in the near term and long term, in
expected and unexpected ways.
WHY SURVEILLANCE?
 Why a case study on state surveillance? First, surveillance, it is said, is “fundamental” to cyber
security as it “provides tools for prevention and detection” (Yang and Tucker, 2017: 2). It would
thus be noteworthy if research suggests these same state surveillance practices, in fact, undermine
cyber security rather than bolster it. Second, state surveillance practices have also been key to the
aforementioned “securitization” of “cyberspace” and cyber security. If a key component of this
securitization is shown to be fundamentally flawed, that is, running counter to both security and
human rights interests, then efforts to establish a new approach to cyber security based on human
rights and civil society interests would be strengthened.
 Moreover, there has recently been a range of new interdisciplinary empirical studies on the impact
and dimensions of surveillance, particularly online and digital forms, which have yet to be brought
to bear on cyber security. A good reason for this is likely due to cyber security’s predominant focus
on national security; there is little consideration for how cyber security practices like surveillance
impact civil society or human rights. This paper also addresses this gap, setting out those impacts,
and linking them to cyber security.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
 Surveillance today typically concerns activities and information practices that enable a nation state
to track or “manage” a population by monitoring individuals (Marwick, 2010; Lyon, 2007). David
Lyon (2007) defines surveillance as “the focused, systematic and routine attention to personal details
for purposes of influence, management, protection or direction”. Surveillance can take “mass” form,

which is indiscriminate and aims to track entire populations (Schneier, 2015) or more targeted forms,
usually with digital tools and methods that infiltrate “the networked devices and infrastructure of
specific individuals, groups, organizations and communities” (Deibert, 2017; Deibert, 2013).
 There are different theoretical approaches to understanding the impact of surveillance. The one
employed here is chilling effects theory, an interdisciplinary theoretical account of how certain laws
and regulatory state actions—namely surveillance—can “chill” or deter people from speaking or
engaging in other legal, constitutionally protected, and even desirable activities. Though based on a
mix of theoretical and empirical work in law, economics, and privacy studies, chilling effect
concerns have also been investigated in a range of other disciplines like sociology and psychology.
 Schauer (1978) and Solove (2006; 2007) offer the most commonly cited accounts of chilling effects
theory, with Schauer linking “chilling effects” to deterrence based on fear of legal risk, punishment,
and uncertainty in the legal system. Solove extends to include surveillance and other information
practices and how such activities promote a climate of self-censorship and risk comparable to
“environmental pollution” (2006: 487). Since all laws are assumed to have some form of deterrent
effect—criminal laws, for example, deter illegal activities—chilling effects theory and research is
specifically concerned with legal and constitutionally protect activities that have been chilled.
 Chilling effects theory offers a helpful analytical framework to understand a range of new empirical
studies investigating the impact of surveillance—particularly digital and online forms—and its
implications for cyber security. See e.g., Myers West (2017); Wahl-Jorgenson et al. (2017); van
Schaik et al. (2017); Dencik et al. (2017); Dencik and Cable (2017); Penney (2017); Kwon and Rao,
2017; Lashmar (2017); Stoycheff (2016); Penney (2016); Mamonov and Koufaris (2016); and
Marthews and Tucker (2014); PEN America, 2013; 2015; Pew Research, 2015; 2014a; 2014b.
IMPACT ON CIVIL SOCIETY
Chilling Speech and Promoting Self Censorship and Conformity
 Several new studies suggest both mass surveillance and targeted threats have significant chilling
effects on people’s speech, including online speech, leading to self-censorship and conformity.
Stoycheff (2016) involved an experimental study where participant internet users agreed to “terms of
agreement” that reminded participants their subsequent online activities were subject to interception
and surveillance. The study found that exposing participants to these “terms of agreement” chilled
their willingness to express their political views, with the greatest chilling effect for those who
believed their political views were not mainstream. These findings support the notion of a “spiral of
silence’’, whereby individual, due to fear of isolation, moderate their political expression to conform
with majority or mainstream views. In short, the study found that awareness of potential surveillance
“chilled” online speech, leading to self-censorship, with the potential for greater social conformity,
and less political dissent, at a societal level.
 Penney (2017) similarly found evidence surveillance would cause chilling effects and self
censorship. This study involved a survey, administered to more than 1,200 U.S.-based adult internet
users, designed to explore the impact of surveillance or digitally delivered targeted threats by
comparing and analyzing user responses to hypothetical scenarios that, in theory, may cause chilling
effects or other forms of self-censorship. The findings suggested once people were made aware of
different online threats, they were far less willing to speak about certain topics online, and more
cautious in their speech. For example, in terms of online speech, 62% of respondents indicated they
would be “much less likely” (22%) or “somewhat less likely” (40%) to “speak or write about certain
topics online” due to such online surveillance by government. And 78% of respondents “strongly”
(38%) or “somewhat” agreed (40%) they would be more cautious about what they say online due to

the surveillance. In other words, the findings suggested a noteworthy chilling effect on speech and
other expression online due to awareness of state surveillance.
 These findings are consistent previous findings by Pew Internet studies (2015; 2014a; 2014b)
wherein Americans reported self-censoring and changing their online habits after learning about
government surveillance programs through news reports about the Snowden disclosures.
Negatively Impacting Engagement, Content Sharing, and Search
 Evidence suggests a range of online activities are negatively impacted as well. The same study by
Penney (2017) found that once people were made aware of online threats like government
surveillance, internet users were less willing to engage in a range of other activities online, including
less likely to contribute to social networks online, less willing to share personally created content,
and more cautious about what they searched for online.
Unequal/Disparate Impact on Different Groups
 Surveillance may negatively impact or chill certain groups more than others. Penney (2017)’s
findings also suggested a greater chilling effect on women and younger internet users. In every
scenario examined, the study found a statistically significant age effect, where the younger the
internet user, the greater the impact or chilling effect on the user’s online activities. This statistical
association was strongest in the scenario involving government surveillance. There was also a
gender effect, where women were more impacted in scenarios involving surveillance as well as a
scenario involving a digitally delivered targeted threat (here, a legal threat).
Chilling Information Access and Corroding Democratic Deliberation
 Two recent empirical studies, centered on Snowden’s NSA/PRISM surveillance revelations in June
2013, provide evidence that mass government surveillance can have a widespread chilling effect on
people’s online activities, in particular, topics or information they read about or search for online. An
MIT based study by Marthews and Tucker (2014) analyzed Google search trends before and after
June 2013 and found a statistically significant reduction in searches for privacy-sensitive topics.
Similarly, Penney (2016) examined Wikipedia article traffic on topics that raise privacy concerns
over a period of 32 months before and after Snowden’s revelations in June 2013. The study found
not only a statistically significant immediate decline in traffic for privacy-sensitive Wikipedia
articles after June 2013, but also a change in the overall secular trend in the traffic to these articles,
suggesting not only immediate but also long-term chilling effects resulting from online surveillance
revelations. This conclusion was strengthened by the fact that the view counts for several comparator
groups of Wikipedia articles, which would not raise privacy concerns, remained unaffected through
the same period of time.
 Given how Google search and Wikipedia are extremely popular online tools for millions of internet
users to attain information, these two studies raise significant civil society and democratic concerns
about whether citizens, under mass surveillance, will continue to seek out information about
controversial matters of public importance (like terrorism) in order to stay informed and engage in
healthy democratic deliberation.
Dampening Journalism and Activism
 A series of other recent qualitative and quantitative studies document how state surveillance impacts
or chills journalistic practices while also dampening or rendering more difficult certain forms of
activism: Myers West (2017); Lashmar (2017); Wahl-Jorgenson et al. (2017); Dencik et al. (2017);
Dencik and Cable (2017); PEN America, 2013; 2015.

IMPLICATIONS FOR CYBER SECURITY
Undermines Cyber Security by Promoting or Maintaining Security Vulnerabilities
 A common and powerful criticism targeted state surveillance is that it undermines cyber security by
promoting and maintaining security vulnerabilities that can be exploited by criminals and foreign
adversaries (Deibert, 2013). Cyber security’s predominant national security emphasizes offensive
capabilities, in addition to defensive, wherein states exploit vulnerabilities in software and hardware
to attack others (Schneier, 2015). Targeted surveillance often involves either actively inserting
“backdoors” and other security vulnerabilities in software and hardware or leaving known
vulnerabilities unpublished or unreported to exploit later for offensive operations like hacking,
cyber-espionage, or surveillance tech. Snowden’s revelations, for example, documented a number of
instances where the NSA took steps to insert vulnerabilities into commercial software and weaken
encryption standards (Schneier, 2015). With states working to covertly weaken hardware and
software security while stockpiling vulnerabilities rather than publishing or disclosing to vendors—
citizens, journalists, activists—entire populations—are less secure and safe.
Renders Populations More Vulnerable to Cyber Security Exploitation Overall
 A society under surveillance is one far more vulnerable to cyber security problems and exploitation.
Several recent empirical studies provide evidence on this count. For example, Dencik and Cable
(2017), a study based on multiple focus groups among U.K. citizens as well as semi-structured
interviews with political activists—documented a phenomenon they called “surveillance realism”
wherein a “lack of transparency”, “knowledge” and “control over” surveillance and data gathering
practices has led to “feelings of widespread resignation” (though not consent) to “status quo”
surveillance (764). Mamonov and Koufaris (2016), an experimental study of the impact of
surveillance on citizens, similarly found evidence that exposure to news about government
surveillance led to “learned helplessness”—exposure to an “uncontrollable aversive stimulus” leads
to deficits in motivation to act to address the issue, here being government surveillance.
 This “surveillance realism” and learned helplessness has very real and serious consequences for
cyber security. Mamonov and Koufaris (2016), in fact, found participants exposed to news about
electronic government surveillance caused the participants to use weaker passwords compared to
those exposed only to general government-related news stories (62). The best explanation, the
authors surmised, was learned helplessness about the inevitability of state surveillance. These
findings were also consistent with van Schaik et al. (2017) who also found, in a study on risk
perception and cyber security, that users who felt in control were more likely to utilize cyber security
tools like security add-ons and anti-virus software.
 Surveillance may also undercut cyber security in other ways as well, by chilling citizens from
seeking out information about state surveillance, including information about how to protect
themselves and their data (See Marthews and Tucker, 2014; Penney, 2016).
Makes Citizens More Vulnerable to Disinformation, Propaganda, and Fake News
 A emerging and increasingly complex civil society and national security challenge is the prevalence,
spread, and consumption of misinformation, rumors, and “fake news”, by citizens, particularly in
online contexts like social media network sites (Kwon and Rao, 2017; Tufekci, 2017).
 Kwon and Rao (2017)’s study is among the first to empirically examine how the “threat” of internet
surveillance impacts the spread of rumor and disinformation among the general public online (308).
In two surveys conducted in South Korea, the authors found, counter intuitively, citizen concerns
about government surveillance online actually “increased their willingness to engage in cyber-rumor

sharing” (308). The authors hypothesized that state surveillance concerns led citizens to distrust
government as an information gatekeeper, rendering them more likely to engage in rumour and
misinformation as alternative information sources.
 Another explanation might be found in the previously discussed studies finding surveillance can
have a noteworthy chilling effect on citizen’s willingness to seek out controversial or privacy
concerning information and content online (Marthews and Tucker, 2014; Penney, 2016; Penney,
2017). This means citizens under state surveillance may be chilled from searching about
controversial or contentious news stories to determine their truth or veracity, rendering them less
able to critically assess rumours or misinformation and thus more likely to share or be duped or
exploited. Moreover, studies by Stoycheff (2016) and Penney (2017) suggest surveillance promotes
self-censorship and a “spiral of silence” among citizens; people less willing to speak out may also
self-censor on controversial rumours or misinformation, thus also contributing to the problem.
Pushes Activists to Adopt Dangerous Cyber Security Practices
 Surveillance, both targeted and mass forms, also can push activists to adopt dangerous cyber security
practices. Myers West (2017)’s observational study of the impact surveillance and other threats had
on activist communities revealed a tension between practices taken to protect communications from
surveillance—like encryption and anonymizing tools—and the need (and importance) of greater
visibility and transparency to reach a broader audiences/affect the larger “information environment”.
Dencik et al. (2017)’s study, which included in-depth interviews with “social justice activists”,
revealed similar tensions, with Snowden revelations leading more technology savvy activists to
adopt stringent measures and tools to protect privacy and anonymity, with other activist communities
avoiding basic security measures out of need for transparency that they have “nothing to hide” in
terms of their aims and methods.
Undermines Reporting, and thus Public Awareness, on National Security Matters
 There is also evidence that surveillance will make journalism and investigative reporting more
difficult, meaning fewer news sources and less quality information for citizens, particularly on
national security matters, which are often complex and require confidential government sourcing.
Lashmar (2017), in a qualitative study involving interviews with journalists after the Snowden
revelations, found all participants believed existence of mass government surveillance would “chill”
and deter confidential sources from speaking with journalists. Wahl-Jorgenson et al. (2017) also
found reporters struggled with the reality of mass government surveillance, leading them to mostly
focus on surveillance of elites and other “legitimating” narratives, rather than more complex stories
centered on mass surveillance programs. Similarly, journalists also report self-censorship on certain
topics post-Snowden (PEN America, 2013; 2015).
DIRECTIONS FORWARD
 Dutton (2017) recently noted that despite a realization cyber security is no longer the domain of
technical experts, there has not been corresponding “strong” programs of research “aimed at
understanding the attitudes, values, and behaviour of users with respect to cyber security” (2).
Ultimately he calls for more user-focused empirical studies in cyber security drawing on social
science research and methods, in particular, “qualitative or quantitative research on end-users...” (9).
 Indeed, if cyber security is to ever shed its national security tilt in favour of civil society or human
rights, then its discourse and literature needs to consider more systematically and empirically the
impact that cyber security practices have on citizens, end-users, groups, and populations, drawing
not just on technical studies, but well designed social scientific investigations. This paper has aimed
to do so in relation to state surveillance, but far more cyber security practices deserve scrutiny.
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